Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) affects the sensory function of the hands and, consequently, may negatively impact hand dexterity, maximum grip strength (GS Max ), and hand grip force (GF) control during object manipulation. The aims of this study were to examine and compare the GF control during a simple holding task as well as GS Max and hand dexterity of individuals with DPN and healthy controls. Ten type 2 diabetic individuals diagnosed with DPN and ten age-and gender-matched healthy controls performed two traditional timed hand dexterity tests (i.e., nine-hole peg test and Jebsen-Taylor hand function test), a GS Max test, and a GF control test (i.e., hold a instrumented handle). The results indicated that individuals with DPN and controls produced similar GS Max . However, individuals with DPN took longer to perform the hand dexterity tests and set lower safety margin (exerted lower GF) than controls when holding the handle. The findings showed that mild to moderate DPN did not significantly affect maximum hand force generation, but does impair hand dexterity and hand GF control, which could impair the performance of daily living manipulation tasks and put them in risk of easily dropping handheld objects.
Introduction
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is an endocrine and metabolic disorder often associated with comorbidities such as retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy [1] . Signs of neuropathy are presented in approximately fifty percent of individuals with DM and the most common is the diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) [2] . The DPN can affect both sensory and motor neurons and is characterized by diminished tactile sensitivity, nerve conduction velocity, and motor function in more advanced stages of the disease [3, 4] . Although the worst DPN outcomes arise in the lower extremities (e.g., amputation), studies have showed that the hands of individuals with DM with and without diagnosed DPN are affected by deficits in the sensory and motor functions [5] [6] [7] [8] .
During manipulation tasks, individuals need to exert an adequate magnitude of grip force (GF) perpendicularly against the object contact surface to prevent slippage caused by external and self-generating forces acting tangentially (load force − LF) between the digits/hand skin and the object surface [9, 10] . Slippage is prevented when the exerted GF is equal or higher than the ratio between LF and the static coefficient of friction (COF) of the skin-object interaction. Nevertheless, during manipulation individuals tend to be more precautious, adopting a safety margin (SM) by applying higher GF than the minimum needed to prevent slippage (GF Min ). However, the amount of GF should not be much higher than the GF Min because it could cause fatigue, damage fragile objects, and affect the fine object control [9, 10] .
Previous studies have showed that individuals with central and peripheral neurological conditions present deficits in GF control. For example, individuals with Parkinson's disease [11, 12] , stroke [13] , cerebellar dysfunction [14] , and mild multiple sclerosis [15, 16] exert greater magnitude of GF when performing manipulation tasks than healthy individuals. Furthermore, individuals with carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), a peripheral nervous system disorder, also exert greater amount of GF while manipulating objects than controls [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, someone would expect that individuals with DPN would set higher SM and, consequently, exert higher magnitudes of GF when holding and transporting an object.
Before investigating GF control of individuals with DPN, we studied individuals with DM but with no medical diagnosis and clinical signs of DPN [6] . Surprisingly, although individuals with DM did not show reduction in maximum power grip strength (GS Max ) and impaired hand dexterity, they set much lower SM, using around half of GF exerted by the controls when simply holding an object. We argued that this probably occurred because the deficits in cutaneous sensitivity would be very mild in these diabetic individuals and that such deficits would not be sufficient to trigger the use of a compensatory GF control strategy by the GF controller, but would be enough to disrupt the GF control and cause error in the estimation of the GF needed during an object holding task [6] . Considering that DPN individuals present greater sensory and motor deficits than individuals with DM with no signs of DPN, we would expect they would produce lower GS Max , present impaired hand and digits dexterity (hypothesis 1), and set greater SM (i.e., exert greater magnitude of GF) (hypothesis 2) when compared to age-and sex-matched health controls when holding an object. This study is relevant in terms of extending the knowledge about the effects of the DPN on motor control in general and about the use of the somatosensory information to control the forces exerted against the objects' surface during its manipulation in particular.
Method

Participants
The sample size of this study was determined after a pilot study performed with five individuals of each group (DPN and controls). The alpha level and power were set at 0.05 and 0.8, respectively, and the mean and standard deviation of the variable relative safety margin (SM Rel ) were used to this calculation. Therefore, 10 individuals with type 2 DM (T2DM) diagnosed and with clinical signs of DPN (mean ± SE, 58.3 ± 1.3 years old) and 10 age-and sex-matched controls (58.2 ± 1.2 years old) participated in the study. All participants were right-handed as indicated by their answers to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [20] . The participants signed an informed consent form before starting the participation in the study. The experimental procedures were conduct in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the Universidade Cruzeiro do Sul Research Ethics Committee approved both the study protocol and the consent form.
The T2DM individuals diagnosed with DPN were recruited from centers specialized in the treatment of individuals with DPN. They should be between 50 and 65 years old and have at least 10 years of diagnosis of the T2DM. They should also walk independently and have no foot amputation, no diagnostic and symptoms of other neuropathic syndromes or neurological diseases, and should present a score equal or higher than six in the Michigan Neuropathy Screening Instrument (MNSI) [21, 22] . Finally, the DPN and control individuals should be able to understand and follow simple instructions and have no history of musculoskeletal injury or disease affecting their hands (e.g., CTS). Table 1 depicts the participants' demographic, physical, metabolic, and biochemical profiles, used medication, time of diagnosis of T2DM and neuropathy, smoking behavior, blood pressure, BMI, body fat, lean mass, basal metabolic rate, and glucose and fructosamine levels. The fructosamine level, which indicates 2-3 weeks of glycemic control, showed that seven out of ten individuals with DPN presented fructosamine above 280 mmol/L and two presented fructosamine concentration below 200 mmol/L, indicating well-controlled T2DM.
Hand function assessment
Two tests aiming to assess tactile sensitivity and mechanoreceptors spatial resolution were used in DPN and controls. We performed the Semmes-Weinstein Monofilaments Examination (SWME) and the static two-point discriminator test (2-PD) in the hands (tips of thumb, index, and little fingers). In the SWME, we adopted a score based on the range of monofilaments from the thinnest (i.e., 0.05 gf) to the thickest (i.e., 300 gf) in a total of six monofilaments. Thus, when the participant was able to feel the thinnest monofilament they received a score of one, when they were able to feel 0.2 gf received a score of two, and so on. When the participant was not able to feel any monofilaments, they received a score of seven. The sum of the scores obtained from each of the three tested fingers (thumb, index and little) was used as the dependent variable to describe the tactile sensitivity for each group. Therefore, the score of tactile sensitivity ranged from 3 to 21, with 3 meaning that the participant has no sensory loss and 21 meaning that they have a sensory loss and no tactile information can be detected at the tip of their tested digits. In addition, the static 2-PD score was defined as the value in millimeters (1-20 mm) in which the participant was able to feel the presence of two points and the sum of those values obtained for each finger was used as the dependent variable to describe mechanoreceptor spatial resolution.
Next, the participants were seated on a chair and instructed to perform three tests commonly used to evaluate hand function: ninehole peg test (9HPT, Rolyan™ 9-Hole Peg Test, Model A8515); JebsenTaylor hand function test (JTHFT, Sammons Preston Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test); and GS Max test using a hydraulic Jamar hand dynamometer (Sammons Preston). The tests were performed with the dominant and non-dominant hands. Half of the DPN individuals and their respective controls started the tests with their dominant while the other half started with their non-dominant hand.
Grip force control assessment
The instrumented handle used in this study is shown in Fig. 1A . This handle is formed by two aluminum bars linked with a compressiontension load cell (LPM-530, Cooper Instruments and Systems, USA) and two aluminum pieces and a multi-axis force and torque (F/T) transducer (Mini40, ATI, USA) in between forming the basis of the handle. A cylindrical mass was attached underneath the handle to increase the total mass of the handle, which was in total 647 g (W = 6.35 N). The handle aperture was of 5 cm and the external surface of it was covered with extra fine sandpaper (320 grit), which provided a moderate to high COF between the digits skin and the object surface.
To perform the holding task the seated participants were firstly asked to grasp and hold the free and vertically oriented handle using the tip of all digits (i.e., the thumb and the opposing four fingers).
Participants were asked to remain with the arm positioned beside the trunk and shoulder with an internal rotation of 60°, elbow flexed at 90°, forearm pronated to 90°, wrist in a neutral position, metacarpophalangeal joint bent at 90°, and interphalangeal joints in the neutral position. This body configuration enabled the participant to maintain the center of the handle aligned with their body midline and positioned just above the umbilicus. Posteriorly, the experimenter instructed the participants to hold the handle as stable as possible for 10 s as they would hold a glass of water. The experimenter started the data collection immediately after the participant was able to keep a stable handle position. Also, the participants were instructed to slowly reduce the magnitude of the GF until the handle drop off of the hand (slip test) after hearing a beep sound, which was provided at the 10th second of the trial recording. The slip test was performed in order to identify the minimum amount of GF required to hold the object (GF Min ) and calculate the slip ratio (SR) [6, 10, 23] . Participants performed five trials. The first two was used for familiarization, principally due to the slip test, and the last three were used for posterior analyses. They performed this task only with their dominant hand (right) since we have evidence that there is no effect of handedness in this kind of task [6] .
Data processing and analyses
Two customized LabVIEW codes (National Instruments, USA) were used for data acquisition and processing. The force signals were recorded at 200 Hz and stored for later analyses. The raw force signals were low-pass filtered with a 4th-order, zero lag, Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz. LF was simply the weight of the handle (i.e., 6.35 N) because the handle was kept stationary and the horizontal component acting tangentially was negligible. Moreover, GF exerted against the object surface was estimated by compression force recorded from the load cell (F C ) fixed between the two flat aluminum plates.
The holding phase lasted 10 s, but we analyzed just the central six, skipping the first two and last two seconds [6] . For holding phase, we computed the within trial coefficient of variation of the GF (CV-GF) shown in percentage of the averaged GF during the selected time interval (GF Mean ). Next, the GF control was assessed by GF Mean and the relative safety margin (SM Rel ) using the following equation: SM Rel = 100 × ((GF Mean − GF Min )/GF Min ), in which GF Min was obtained in the slippage phase [6, 24] . In the slippage phase, we estimated GF Min and calculated the SR (SR = GF Min /LF). The point of slippage was determined as the point in time in which a sudden reduction of the vertical force component (F Z ) recorded from the F/T transducer was detected due to the handle's acceleration. Specifically, the point of slippage was automatically detected as the point in time in which F Z was lower than the F Z mean minus two F Z standard deviations, both calculated during holding phase. The GF Min was estimated from the point immediately before the moment of slippage.
Statistical analyses
After assuring normal distribution of all variables (Shapiro-Wilk test), we completed analyses of variance (ANOVA). For hand function assessment, we performed three two-way ANOVA, with the last factor (hand) treated as repeated measure, to test for differences between groups (DPN and controls) and hand (dominant and non-dominant) in the performance of 9HPT and JTHFT and in the GS Max . For the holding task, four one-way ANOVA were performed to test for differences between groups in SR, CV-GF, GF Mean , and SM Rel . In addition, two MannWhitney U tests were performed to test for group differences in the SWME and the static 2PD test scores. The level of significance for all analyses was set at 0.05.
Results
Tactile sensitivity and spatial resolution
The results of the SWME revealed that individuals with DPN presented higher scores (i.e., lower tactile sensitivity) in the digits from the dominant hand when compared to controls (median ± interquartile range, DPN: 9 ± 1-Controls: 5 ± 3.5 | U = 3.5, p < 0.001). Also, results of the 2-PD test revealed that individuals with DPN presented lower tactile spatial resolution than controls in the digits of the dominant hand (DPN: 16.5 ± 7.75 mm-Controls: 10 ± 4.5 mm | U = 15, p < 0.01). Table 3 depicts means (SE) of SR, GF Mean , SM Rel , and CV-GF.
Strength and dexterity tests
Grip force control
Discussion
The aims of this study were to evaluate and compare hand function (strength and dexterity) and GF control of DPN and healthy individuals. Regarding strength and dexterity, we hypothesized that GS Max and hand dexterity would be sensible to detect differences between DPN and controls. This hypothesis was partially confirmed since the results showed that individuals with DPN presented worst performance in JTHFT and 9HPT, but showed that individuals with DPN and controls produced similar GS Max . Recently, we found no difference between diabetic individuals with no signs of neuropathy and controls for hand and digits dexterity (JTHFT and 9HPT, respectively) and strength tests (i.e., GS Max ) [6] . In the present study, we found that hand and digits dexterity is negatively affected by DPN but not strength. Unsurprisingly, deficits in hand and digits dexterity could be associated with the reduction in tactile sensitivity shown by individuals with DPN assessed in this study. The lack of significant difference between individuals with DPN and controls for the GS Max could be a sign that individuals with DPN assessed in this study still have a preserved and functional motor system. Also, the number of individuals with DPN tested in each group (n = 10) could be responsible for the lack of difference between groups. A sample size calculation using DPN and control group GS Max mean and standard deviation, alpha level of 0.05 and power of 0.8 indicated that 44 individuals in each group would be necessary to detect a significant lower GS Max in the DPN than in the control group. However, it is important to notice that the sample size calculation for this study was based on SM Rel not in the GS Max .
Regarding GF control, it was hypothesized that, due to their great sensory loss and the possible use of a compensatory GF control strategy, individuals with DPN would increase their SM by increasing GF while holding an object. This hypothesis was rejected as the results showed that individuals with DPN set much lower SM (≈44%) than controls during the free holding task. Based on the results of this study and on the previous one [6] , it could be suggested that the individuals with no signs of neuropathy tested in our prior study would present mild neuropathy, but it would be concealed by the lack of signs and symptoms and by the preservation of hand function. Corroborating this assumption, we found no difference between the relative difference between individuals with DPN and their controls and diabetic individuals with no DPN and their controls (i.e., 43, 34% and 48.64%, respectively) [6] . Both groups exerted a little less than half of GF exerted by the age-and sex-matched controls when steadily holding an object.
Additionally, we could also claim that the DPN has a different effect on GF control than would have digital anesthesia [9, 25, 26] , sensory deafferentation [27, 28] , and central neurological deficits such as multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, stroke, and cerebellar dysfunction [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , which are known to lead to an increase in the exerted GF. It would not be realistic to expect that individuals with DPN would have similar GF control than anesthetized controls. While DPN causes a chronic and mild to moderate sensory impairment, anesthesia causes an acute and severe loss on the ability to temporarily detect any tactile stimulus. Due to the chronicity of the DPN, it would be expected that individuals with DPN would compensate this sensory impairment and reduce its effects. Therefore, one would expect a stronger effect of anesthesia than DPN in GF control, but still would expect a greater SM in individuals with DPN than in controls. Similarly, it would be unfair to compare the GF exerted by a deafferented patient with no sense of touch, vibration and pressure and individuals with mild to moderate neuropathy. All individuals with DPN tested in this study were able to feel the 10 gf (approximately 1 N) monofilaments when it was applied to the digits. GF applied by individuals with DPN against the object was around 5 N. Thus, they would be able to detect any significant changes in GF exerted against the surface of a handheld object.
A condition comparable to DPN would be carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), which is considered an entrapment neuropathy. As individuals with DPN, individuals with CTS also present reduced tactile sensitivity and in more severe cases, they present muscle weakness. Some studies have shown that individuals with CTS apply higher GF than controls [17] [18] [19] , but others have not observed this increase in GF in this population [29, 30] . Therefore, the reduction in SM observed in individuals with DPN in this study would be unexpected. Hence, what would be the underlying cause of a lower GF exertion and consequent lower SM set by individuals with DPN when holding an object?
In our previous study [6] , we suggested that the mild sensory impairment of diabetic individuals with no DPN would not be sufficient to elicit the use of a compensatory GF control strategy, which would lead to an increased GF exertion, but would be enough to disrupt the proper use of sensory information in these diabetic individuals causing an error of the estimation of GF needed while steadily holding an object. It would be convenient to extrapolate this suggestion to diabetic individuals with DNP, with moderate and severe sensation loss in the tip of the digits. As mentioned earlier, despite having a reduced tactile acuity, the magnitude of this reduction in individuals with DPN would be lower than the reduction seen in healthy anesthetized and deafferented individuals. There would be still tactile stimulus providing residual information that could be used by the GF controller to detect changes in the digits-object interaction, but yet not enough to assure an adequate estimation of the forces between the digits skin and object surface and, consequently, a proper GF control. Corroborating, a person from the DPN group who was the most affected in terms of tactile sensitivity, who presented the higher score in the 2-PD test, the worst performance in 9HPT and JTHFT, and the lower level of GS Max showed the GF Mean -and SM Rel a little higher than the group averages, but her GF Mean and SM Rel was much lower than the presented by the control group. Thus, we speculate that even if we had tested only diabetic individuals with severe neuropathy we would have found that individuals with severe neuropathy would present a lower GF and SM than controls. Despite being considered a peripheral neurological disease, evidences show that DPN also affects parts of the central nervous system (CNS). Specifically, studies showed that individuals with DPN also have reduction of the spinal cord area in places such C2/3 [31] and C4/5 and T3/4 [32] when compared to individuals with no DPN and controls. Moreover, a recent study showed a reduction in gray matter volume in the primary somatosensory (S1), parts of the cingulate cortex and in the supramarginal gyrus in individuals with DPN when compared to controls [33] . Those cortical areas are closely related to the control and coordination of GF and load force [34] . Therefore, impaired tactile stimulus detection and neural conduction to the CNS and altered tactile information processing in S1 could be detrimental to the formation of a new sensorimotor representation of a new object in individuals with DPN [35] . It could take longer to the GF controller of diabetic individuals with and without DPN to form a proper sensorimotor representation when dealing with novel objects and to implement a conservative GF control strategy. In order to test this hypothesis, a new study should be done in which participants with DPN and controls would perform a large number of trials using the same object.
There are still some aspects of GF control in individuals with DM with and with no DPN that should be explored. For instance, the effect of performing dynamic tasks, such as lifting and shaking a handheld object, on GF control should be investigated in order to examine if the reduction in SM observed in diabetic individuals during the holding task remains similar or is task-dependent. It is important to mention that most of the studies investigating the effect of neurological diseases on GF control used dynamic tasks. Likewise, trial-to-trial GF adaptation as well as the GF adaptation to changes in object's friction and weight should also be tested to assess the effect of the sensory loss on GF adaptation in diabetic individuals without and with diagnosis of DPN. Finally, the relationship between GF control variables and electrophysiological variables, such as sensory and motor neural conduction velocity, should be explored to a better understanding of the GF control and to determine the feasibility of using GF control variables in an early detection of DPN.
Conclusion
Based on the results of the present study we conclude that individuals with DPN present poorer hand and digits dexterity t in spite of having their GS Max preserved. In addition, we conclude that individuals with DPN can still maintain a steady GF while holding an object, although, they present impairment in GF scaling. Specifically, they set a relatively low SM, which put them in risk of easily dropping handheld objects. This impairment of GF scaling may be predominantly caused by the reduction in tactile sensitivity, but the deficits in the sensorimotor transformation should also be considered.
Taken together, these findings indicate that the study of GF control during object manipulation can be a promising venue for further understanding of the effect of DPN on movement control. More important, SM obtained from GF control studies and, specifically, during a simple holding task, could be seen as an easily obtained behavioral biomarker for early detection of neuropathy in individuals with DM even in situation in which no clinical signs of neuropathy are present [6] . In order to support this statement a larger and prospective study should be conducted.
